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QUESTION 1

Your sister is taking a video editing class at school. She purchased a 2-TB USB hard drive to store video files. She
wants to connect it to her Windows 8.1 computer at home and to a Mac OSX 10.3 computer at school. Video file will
exceed 5 

GB in size. 

You need to prepare a new hard drive by formatting it with the appropriate file system. 

Which file system should you choose? 

A. FAT 

B. ReFS 

C. NTFS 

D. FAT32 

Correct Answer: C 

Mac OSX 10.3 supports NTFS. 

NTFS supports large files well above 5 GB. 

Incorrect answers: 

Not A: FAT does not support a 5 GB file size. 

Not B: ReFS is only supported by Microsoft Windows. 

Not C: 

Not D: FAT32 works fine if file sizes are smaller than 4GB. 

 

QUESTION 2

Your university\\'s IT department currently has no Active Directory strategy. 

The university needs a solution that allows you to manage users and groups to secure access to Microsoft online
services such as Microsoft Office 365. 

Which Active Directory strategy should the university use? 

A. Active Directory Federation services 

B. Active Directory Lightweight Directory services 

C. Active Directory Certificate services 

D. Azure Active Directory 
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Correct Answer: D 

Azure Active Directory is preintegrated with Salesforce.com, Office 365, Box and many more. 

 

QUESTION 3

This question requires that you evaluate the underlined text to determine if it is correct. 

The "Simple Spaces" resiliency type in Windows 8.1 Storage Spaces requires at least five drives in order to protect a
system from a single-drive failure. Instructions: Review the underlined text. If it makes the statement correct, select "No 

change is needed". If the statement is incorrect, select the answer choice than makes the statement correct. 

A. No change is needed 

B. two-way mirror 

C. Parity Spaces 

D. three-way mirror 

Correct Answer: D 

Two-way mirror spaces require at least two drives, and three-way mirror spaces require at least five. 

Mirror spaces are designed for increased performance and protect your files from drive failure by keeping more than
one copy. Two-way mirror spaces make two copies of your files and can tolerate one drive failure, while three-way
mirror spaces can tolerate two drive failures. 

Reference: Storage Spaces: FAQ http://windows.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-8/storage-spaces-pools 

 

QUESTION 4

This question requires that you evaluate the underlined text to determine if it is correct. 

If you need to make storage space available for an update on a Windows Phone 8.1 device, you should use "Action
Center" to move installed programs to and other data from the phone to the SD card. Instructions: Review the
underlined text. 

If it makes the statement correct, select "No change is needed". If the statement is incorrect, select the answer choice
than makes the statement correct. 

A. No change is needed 

B. File Explorer 

C. Phone Update 

D. Storage Sense 

Correct Answer: D 

To uninstall apps and games or move them to an SD card using Storage Sense 
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You can uninstall apps and games to free up space on your phone, or move them to an SD card (if you have one
installed). 

1.

 In the App list, go to Storage Sense Storage Sense Tile. 

2.

 Go to Phone > Apps+games. 

3.

 Tap an app or game file, and then tap Uninstall or Move to SD. 

Reference: Make room on my phone to update it https://www.windowsphone.com/en-us/how-to/wp8/basics/make-room-
on-my-phone-to-update-it 

 

QUESTION 5

You perform a bare metal installation of Microsoft Windows 10 Enterprise on a new computer. The computer has a
single 1 TB hard disk that you configure as a single partition. Which file system should you use to format the disk
partition? 

A. NTFS 

B. ReFS 

C. FAT32 

D. exFAT 

Correct Answer: A 
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